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THE COLLABORATIVE MANAGERS’ TOOLKIT 

Simply put, AFFECTLI is a manager of managers’ toolkit that improves efficiencies by automating 

business processes through the implementation of a Hyper Collaborative Business Operating System 

Platform. It is easily integrated into existing systems, or whatever technologies companies have 

already deployed, and delivers a trackable and auditable solution that will digitise and streamline ANY 

business, providing a single real-time overview of the entire organisation to drive informed decision 

making. In doing so, maximum efficiencies are achieved through attaining and (over time) improving 

the OPZ *read more the on A-OPZ blog here, reducing operating costs significantly, and setting 

organisations on the path to long-term, sustainable growth.  

COLLABORATIVE COMMUNICATION  

AFFECTLI facilitates Collaborative Communication through the A-BOX feature. Users can create, 

receive and follow tasks; create automated business processes; and benefit from the chat feature that 

allows for contextual communication relevant to each task. 

TASK MANAGEMENT 

The AFFECTLI toolbox includes various Dashboards that are available through the A-BOX feature. The 

dashboards facilitate Task Management by helping users to keep track of their daily task, including 

activities that are open, completed, owned by a user, or track team activities in which that user is a 

member. 

INTEGRATIONS & DATA MANAGEMENT 

AFFECTLI has the ability to process and store a multitude of data feeds from any number of sources 

through its cutting-edge Mi-STREAM processing engine that delivers real-time data feeds from 

thousands of data sources. Through integrating data, it provides organisations with meaningful 

intelligence that supports informed decision making. 

DIGITISING PROCESS INTO AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS 

Our DESIGNER Module is a tool that allows for business process orchestrators. Built on iBPMN Business 

Process modeling, it provides organisations with the ability to take an analogue process and transform 

it into a digitised process that can be analyzed, improved, and automated into an intelligent solution 

with a simple drag and drop functionality. The powerful Mi-Stream engine processes the data 

according to predefined parameters, and where necessary, will trigger an alert or alarm and 

automatically flag a person or team to correct or action a resolution as prescribed by the process. 

OUR INTEGRITY AND YOUR DATA SECURITY 

Not only do you always own your own data, but as an organisation, we believe in data ethics by taking 

it one step further. AFFECTLI is driven by trust, integrity, and the highest security standards. In addition 

to our ISO certifications, our product is also SOC 2 Type II compliant, providing our clients with 

reassurance that the highest industry standards are applied to ensure that data is managed in a secure, 

controlled and audited environment. 

  

https://affectli.com/blogs/the-affectli-opz/
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

The AFFECTLI toolbox includes a Maps feature that provides Situational Awareness for organisations 

through the ability to visualise locations, people, infrastructure and assets with GIS and geo-reporting 

tools in real-time. Maps is a powerful, yet simple tool to visualise multiple layers of complex 

information with the ease of clicking a button. The mapping tool allows you to reduce the complexity 

of the information in order to drive informed decision making and policy implementations; as well as 

the ability to create personalised layers and measuring features for the purposes of geofencing and 

process integration. 

SEMANTIC RELATIONSHIPS 

An organisation’s ability to monitor and apply definitive permissions and controls, as well as manage 

multi-tenancy solutions is made possible through AFFECTLI’s solid/meticulous/methodical semantic 

ontological approach to managing Entities - including People, Organisations and Things. This Semantic 

Relationship functionality allows users to create unlimited relationships of parents and children for 

ease of contextualisation. 

DIGITAL TWINS 

As a standard feature of AFFECTLI, we collaborate with our customers to create Digital Twins of their 

organisation by applying semantic ontologies for an effective, real-time overview of the environment 

that is drillable down into granular detail, thereby providing critical information from systems, devices 

and data. 

BROADCASTS 

AFFECTLI includes a fully auditable Broadcast functionality that enables organisation the ability to send 

instant or scheduled announcements to all users, individual users or pre-determined groups across 

the platform. 

SUPER ANALYTICS & REPORTS 

The AFFECTLI Intelligence tool provides organisations with comprehensive reporting functionality to 

provide meaningful reports and graphs using real-time data, thereby supporting organisations with 

meaningful Business Intelligence, providing for informed decision making and accurate reporting. 

 

WHY NOT YOUR ORGANISATION? 

Offers Reduced Risk, Reduced Stress, Reduced Project Cost Over-runs 

We have a solution for ANY organisation looking to improve risk management, increase innovation and 

integration with our platform, or come across a problem that cannot be solved using AFFECTLI. It is an 

incredibly powerful, versatile, intelligent and trusted, Business Operating Support System toolbox that allows 

you to own your data and orchestrate everything within an organisation. 

AFFECTLI is not a rip and replace solution. It is system and device-agnostic and has a unique combination of 

fully integrated features that enables businesses to orchestrate & harness the power of their data that 

generates efficiencies resulting in a rapid Return-on-Investment. 

 


